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Abstract

Apnea of prematurity (AOP) affects the majority of infants born prematurely, before 34 weeks of gestational age. AOP is a common diagnosis in the neonatal intensive care unit and one of significant clinical importance, both immediate and long term, as it is associated with reduced survival and poorer respiratory and neurodevelopmental outcomes. In this review, we provide an up-to-date summary of recent advances in the understanding of the pathophysiology of AOP, as well as the clinical questions relevant to physicians and staff treating infants with AOP. Finally, we discuss monitoring and discharge decisions, as these are areas of significant uncertainty.
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Introduction

Preterm birth is defined by the World Health Organization as delivery before 37 completed weeks of gestation, with extreme prematurity defined as birth occurring at less than 28 weeks of gestational age (wGA), very preterm birth occurring between 28 and 32 wGA, and moderate-to-late preterm birth occurring from 32 through 36 wGA.1 Each year, 15 million infants are born prematurely, comprising 11% of the total children born worldwide. Prematurity is the leading cause of mortality under the age of 5 years, and its incidence is on the rise, despite efforts to reduce premature birth and its complications. Long-term morbidity, as a result of prematurity, such as the increased risk of cerebral palsy, learning disabilities, and cardiovascular and respiratory disorders, present significant challenges to public health and often lead to chronic disease in adulthood.1-4

Apnea of prematurity (AOP) is defined by recurrent significant idiopathic apnea (cessation of breathing >20 seconds) or respiratory pauses of shorter duration in the presence of bradycardia (<100 beats per minute) and/or oxygen desaturations (<90%).5 Apnea can be central with cessation of respiratory effort along with cessation of airflow, obstructive, with continuous respiratory effort along with absence of airflow, or mixed, consisting of both central and obstructive components during the same apneic event. As discussed below, several mechanisms predispose premature infants to apnea. Apnea does not describe a single entity per se, and additional etiologies, such as sepsis, anemia, necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), hypothyroidism, or intraventricular hemorrhage, should be pursued when a premature infant develops apnea, before assuming that the idiopathic form of AOP is the correct diagnosis. AOP affects the vast majority of infants born <28 wGA, with decreasing rates as the gestational age at birth increases. However, AOP prevalence is present in as many as 20% of those born as late as 34 wGA.6,7

Pathophysiology

Several mechanisms contributing to the development of AOP have been described:

Control of Breathing
Breathing control immaturity in the prematurely born infant is the most established mechanism, leading to unstable breathing patterns and apneas. Breathing control undergoes significant maturational processes in utero. During fetal life, breathing is not continuous, is characterized by brief pauses, and becomes continuous at term to maintain adequate...
ventilation and oxygenation after birth. Rhythmic breath generating neurons are located in the pre-Bötzinger area of the brain stem and are responsible for the continuous output of efferent signals to the respiratory muscles. The development of this intricate network requires synaptogenesis and myelination in the nucleus tractus solitarius neurons, a process that nears maturation only at term, thus explaining the unstable breathing patterns seen earlier in life. One example for evidence of incomplete myelination playing a role in AOP pathogenesis comes from a study that compared auditory brain-evoked responses in premature infants with and without AOP. The evoked responses to auditory stimuli in the apneic group were delayed, as compared with non-apneic infants, and the shortening of auditory response latencies coincided with reductions in the number of apneas, implicating neuronal conduction in the brain stem as the mechanism responsible for apnea. Furthermore, immaturity is not limited to the breathing control centers. Immaturity of the brain stem chemosensitive neuronal network that responds to fluctuations in blood CO₂ has a profound effect on the respiratory response and tendency for apnea in premature infants.

Another mechanism proposed to explain AOP is periodic breathing, which is frequent in term neonates and even more so in premature ones. This unstable breathing pattern is partly explained by increased sensitivity of peripheral chemoreceptors to hypoxia, fostering increased ventilatory responses during the early phase of hypoxia, resulting in hypopcapnia, and ultimately leading to depression of ventilation, rather than stimulation, in response to hypoxia. In addition, an impaired increase in ventilation, in response to hypercapnia, leads to unstable breathing. This inappropriate response to hypercapnia results from the narrow range between apneic and eupneic CO₂ thresholds typical of newborns.

Finally, carotid body responses are related to AOP in preterm infants. The carotid body is a cluster of cells located at the bifurcation of internal and external carotid arteries, and acting as a sensor of arterial partial O₂ and CO₂ pressures. It is responsible for the rapid rise in ventilation that occurs in response to hypoxia. Decreased or increased carotid body sensitivity in response to hypoxia has been described in premature infants. Incomplete developmental synaptogenesis, hyperoxic exposures from mechanical ventilatory support are partly responsible for the risk of reduced carotid body sensitivity, along with the effects of lipopolysaccharide and inflammatory mediators such as tumor necrosis factor α, which reduce carotid body sensitivity even further. Moreover, carotid body output and respiratory drive are partly modulated centrally through inhibitory adenosine receptors in the brain stem. Accordingly, methylxanthines, blockers of adenosine A₂ receptors, are used to stimulate breathing in infants with AOP. For a more extensive summary on the development of ventilatory control in infants, we refer the reader to an excellent review.

**Inflammation**

Systemic inflammation has been implicated in AOP, as it is most evident in infants with sepsis, in whom increased apnea frequency may be the presenting sign of infection. Apart from the effect of inflammation on the carotid body, described above, systemic or lung inflammation may induce increases in inflammatory mediator levels in the brain stem, which directly inhibit respiratory output signals.

**Mechanical Obstruction**

Neonates and young infants are obligatory nasal breathers as a result of their inability to switch from nasal to oral breathing. Thus, when the nasal airway is blocked by secretions or nasal prongs, the premature infant is less likely to bypass the obstruction and mouth breathe. Moreover, several factors further aggravate the physical nasal obstruction. Decreased airway tone in premature infants leads to increased collapsibility. Long-term invasive ventilation promotes the development of airway lesions such as tracheomalacia, bronchomalacia, and subglottic stenosis. In the already pliable airway, characteristic of premature infants, these lesions further predispose them to airway obstruction.

Finally, as further described below, the pronounced laryngeal chemoreflex in premature infants leads to a more prolonged upper airway obstruction secondary to acidic reflux or laryngeal stimulation.

**Gastroesophageal Reflux Disorder and Apnea of Prematurity**

Apnea of prematurity and gastroesophageal reflux disorder (GERD) frequently occur in premature infants and often coincide. In the laryngeal chemoreflex, acid reflux irritation leads to laryngeal closure and/or bradycardia. This sequence of events has been documented in humans, as well as in other mammals, and is more pronounced in preterm infants. Evidence of this reflex was behind the widespread use of antireflux treatments such as formula thickening and medications aimed at preventing laryngeal acid exposures. However, several studies, overall refuting the causal or temporal association between acidic or non-acidic reflux, and the occurrence of apnea in the majority of premature infants, have appeared in recent years. Indeed, Corvaglia et al. recorded esophageal pH, multiple intraluminal impedance (MII), and cardiorespiratory parameters in 24 infants with AOP who were alternately given thickened or nonthickened formula feedings. Despite a decrease in acidic events as detected in the esophagus, apnea incidence was unchanged in either group. Harris et al. studied 102 slightly older infants with a combination of pH monitoring and cardiorespiratory recordings. Almost half of the parents reported regurgitation after feeding. However, a definitive temporal relationship between apnea and GER was only shown in one of these infants. Similarly, Di Fiore et al. studied 119 infants with cardiorespiratory monitoring and esophageal pH measurements, and found no evidence of a temporal relationship between acid-detecting GER and apnea. Moreover, GER events did not prolong the subsequent apnea duration or exacerbate the severity of bradycardia or hypoxemia. A recent study by Rosset al. studied 40 premature infants (mean gestational age of 29 weeks) at 37 (30–54) weeks postconceptual age with simultaneous MII, PH-metry, and polysomnography (PSG). Predictably, GER episodes and apnea were more frequent in younger...
infants; however, no temporal relationships (defined as a 5 minutes time window) were observed. Evidence to the contrary is scarce—in a small retrospective study of transpyloric feeding, apnea occurrence was reduced in 12 of 15 infants, an approach obviously not relevant to the majority of patients with AOP. Taken together, these data suggest that although AOP and GERD often cooccur, there is no evidence-basis for the common practice of anti-reflux therapy to treat AOP, particularly considering that this pharmacotherapy has been shown to cause gut microbiota dysbiosis and increase the risk of NEC.

**Genetics**

Although gestational and postconceptual age are the major key players in AOP, several studies have found evidence to support a genetic basis for a proportion of the risk. Bloch-Salisbury et al retrospectively studied 317 pairs of premature twins. Heritability, defined as concordance in the diagnosis of AOP between twins, was found in 87% of same gender monzygotic twins. Genetic factors accounted for 99% of the variance in AOP diagnosis in male, and 78% in female, monzygotic twins. In another study, records of 597 premature infants were reviewed, 66 of which had AOP. First-degree cousin consanguinity was associated with an odds ratio (OR) of 2.89 (1.30–6.43) for AOP. The risk almost doubled in multiple gestation pregnancies (OR = 4.41; 1.38–14.05), and was less pronounced in single gestations (OR = 1.91; 0.61–6.01).

Mechanistic evidence to support the genetic basis of AOP can be found in a hypothesis-driven study examining the association of specific, preselected adenosine receptor polymorphisms, and caffeine responsiveness in AOP. The study found that in cord blood of infants born after 28 weeks of completed gestation, polymorphisms of the A2A adenosine receptor predicted a proportion of the risk development of AOP and response to caffeine therapy.

In addition to genetic risk factors, epigenetic changes, that is, heritable changes in gene expression not involving changes in the DNA, have been implicated in the regulation of neonatal hypoxic responses. In one study, rodents exposed to intermittent hypoxia (IH) in the neonatal period had reduced expression of the antioxidant SOD2 gene in the carotid body, mediated by hypermethylation of said gene. The authors suggested this mechanism was responsible for the increased hypoxic oxidative stress and abnormal response to IH seen in neonates. Furthermore, the study showed that neonatal exposure to IH, such as that occurs in AOP, predisposes to impaired hypoxia sensing in adulthood. No study to date has examined the epigenetic changes associated with AOP in premature human infants, though epigenetic regulation is central to the pathophysiology of prematurity.

**Treatment of Apnea of Prematurity**

Prior to discussing pharmacological interventions, several other measures used to prevent AOP should be addressed:

- Noninvasive respiratory support: Stenting of collapsible airways by positive pressure with noninvasive ventilation is well-established as a method to reduce airway obstruction, leading to improved oxygenation, a reduction in apneic events and increased successful extubation rates. Several methods are used including noninvasive positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV), nasal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), and high-flow nasal cannula. All these approaches improve oxygenation by reducing ventilation-perfusion mismatch and work of breathing, and are effective in treating AOP. Recently, a novel flow-synchronized NIPPV method has been suggested as more effective than conventional NIPPV or CPAP for premature infants with AOP. The different devices/methods have specific advantages and disadvantages that are beyond the scope of this review.

  - Prone positioning helps maintain airway patency and avoids over-flexion or extension of the neck, thus preventing obstructive AOP. Obviously, this is not recommended outside of the monitored neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) environment due to the risk of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS).
  - Stable temperature and avoidance of overheating. High ambient temperature has been shown to reduce ventilation and blunt the normal response to hypoxia and is associated with SIDS.
  - Maintaining SpO2 in the range of 88 to 94% provides a delicate balance between reducing hypoxia-induced apnea on one hand and decreasing the risk of retinopathy of prematurity on the other. This is an area of much controversy and of ongoing research.
  - Premature infants with AOP and without continuous hypoxemia can also benefit from low flow supplemental oxygen, as it can stabilize breathing and reduce apnea, bradycardia, and periodic breathing.
  - Several other nonpharmacological approaches have been tested, albeit with mixed results. These include physical stimulation, olfactory stimulation, and sound stimulation using maternal sounds. Other interventions such as increased low dose inspired CO2 and red blood cell transfusions have been suggested for AOP, though current evidence does not support their routine use.

**Pharmacological Interventions**

**Methylxanthines**

Methylxanthines have been used in the field of neonatology for over 40 years, and are the cornerstone of pharmacologic AOP treatment. Methylxanthines stimulate the medullary respiratory centers through antagonism of adenosine A1 and A2A receptors, both centrally and in the periphery. The downstream effects of the stimulation are increased CO2 and O2 sensing, improved diaphragmatic function and bronchodilation. Taken together, the net effect is an increase in minute ventilation, mostly through the reduction in apneic events in response to hypoxia and an increase in the respiratory drive.

Traditionally, theophylline and aminophylline were used to treat apneic premature infants. Over the last two decades, caffeine has gained popularity due to its wider therapeutic window and better safety profile as compared with other
methylxanthines. Methyloxanthines have several side effects including tachycardia, food intolerance, increased metabolic rate, increased O2 consumption, and rarely seizures, all of which are uncommon with standard doses of caffeine. Consequently, caffeine has become one of the most prescribed and cost-effective treatments in the NICU.

With the improved survival of smaller premature infants, concerns were raised as to the safety of caffeine in very low birth weight (VLBW) infants. The caffeine for apnea of prematurity (CAP) trial was established in 2006 to address the safety and efficacy of caffeine in the treatment of infants weighing 500 to 1,250 g, VLBW infants that suffer almost universally from AOP. This multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled trial provided evidence for both immediate and long-term follow-up data in this group. The main outcome consisted of a reduction in the rate of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD). In addition, infants in the treatment group had improved survival without neurodevelopmental disability at 18 to 21 months. Follow-up studies have shown reduced motor impairments, with improved visuomotor, visuoperceptual, and visuospatial abilities at 11 years of age. Importantly, no adverse immediate or long-term effects of caffeine were found and a 2010 Cochrane review concluded that caffeine, as compared with other methylxanthines, was preferable due to its better safety profile. Cumulatively, these studies have led to a dramatic rise in the use of CAP from 26% in 1997 to 96% in 2010.

Caffeine may not only treat established AOP but also prevent its development. Earlier caffeine administration, in the first 3 days of life, has been associated with reduced risk of BPD, though there is insufficient evidence to support routine caffeine prophylaxis in the first days of life for all premature infants.

Several questions raised in recent years remain unanswered. One such question is the optimal dose of CAP. The original loading dose of 20 mg/kg used in the CAP trial is still the norm, though studies have suggested that a higher loading and maintenance doses may provide an additional benefit in terms of apnea reduction, with no adverse effect on the safety profile. Finally, the timing of caffeine cessation is a difficult decision, and it has been suggested that the standard cut-off of 34 wGA may not be sufficient to protect infants from continued IH. Rhein and colleagues examined 95 infants born <32 wGA, and found that substantial IH persisted after discontinuation of routine caffeine treatment at 34 wGA, and progressively decreased with increasing postmenstrual age (PMA). Extending caffeine treatment up to 40 wGA decreased IH in premature infants; however, it is not known whether this reduction has any positive long-term effects.

**Doxapram**

Doxapram is a respiratory neurostimulant that increases ventilation. The immediate target of doxapram is unclear, acting either directly on central chemoreceptors or through sensitization of peripheral receptors to hypoxemia. Compared with methylxanthines, doxapram does not improve diaphragmatic function. Adverse effects of high-dose doxapram include cardiac conduction disorders and gastrointestinal perforation and NEC, all of which are far less common with low-dose doxapram. In premature infants, doxapram has mainly been used as a second-line therapy after caffeine failure. Such infants on doxapram have a priori more unstable respiration and are more vulnerable to the detrimental effects of hypoxemia. Accordingly, though cumulative evidence supports the ability of doxapram to treat apnea, the long-term consequences are unclear. Yamazaki et al prospectively studied 106 VLBW infants with AOP, comparing standalone methylxanthine treatment with doxapram in addition to methylxanthine. They found an 80% success rate in reducing apnea frequency, and significantly reduced death rates in doxapram-treated infants. In a retrospective cohort study, Ten Hove et al demonstrated lower mortality rates and neurodevelopmental disability at 24 months in 142 premature infants <30 wGA and <1250 g treated with doxapram on top of caffeine, as compared with the 284 infants treated with caffeine alone. However, the doxapram-exposed group in this study had more BPD and patent ductus arteriosus (PDA). In summary, it appears that doxapram therapy is beneficial in infants with persistent AOP despite caffeine and optimal care, but randomized controlled trials are lacking, and the late outcomes of premature infants treated with doxapram for AOP are unclear.

**Novel Therapies**

Research continues for novel pharmacological interventions for those infants with AOP that do not respond to methylxanthines. One such example is an ampakine compound CX1739, a positive allosteric modulator of amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolopropionate receptors. A recent study by Ren et al demonstrated that CX1739 increases respiratory drive, and reduces apneas both under normoxia and hypoxia in a perinatal rat model. No clinical trial to date has tested this drug to prevent AOP in human infants.

**Discharge Considerations**

**Polysomnography in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit**

The PSG is the gold standard for the evaluation of sleep-disordered breathing in children, but is relatively expensive, time consuming, and not consistently used or available. A full, type 1 PSG, includes monitoring of electroencephalogram, electrocochleogram, chin electromyography, airflow, arterial oxygen saturation, respiratory effort, and heart rate or electrocardiogram channel and according to the indication carbon dioxide as well as video and audio recording. There are no formal guidelines on the need for a PSG on discharge from the NICU. However, it has been noted that a PSG may play a role in identifying those infants at risk of sleep-related breathing events and be useful in guiding physicians during discharge planning. Criteria for NICU discharge include maturity of cardiorespiratory function, but there are no clear definitions on what constitutes maturity or how it should be assessed. In 2011 to 2012, the American Academy of Sleep Medicine published practice parameters for the respiratory and nonrespiratory indications for PSG in children. It was noted that a PSG is indicated when congenital central alveolar hypoventilation syndrome, hypoventilation due to a
neuromuscular disorders, or chest wall deformities are suspected, as well as in selected cases of primary sleep apnea of infancy. However, it was also noted that a PSG is often not available in this setting (the NICU).

There are only limited large-scale studies of PSGs in premature infants prior to discharge. Daniels et al suggested a possible role for PSGs in predicting life-threatening events. Of 1,274 premature infants studied prior to discharge, none of those infants with normal studies had life-threatening events thereafter, albeit, these infants were not discharged with monitoring devices. Naulaers et al studied a total of 1,058 infants prior to discharge. PSG findings led to a recommendation for home monitoring in 96 infants, 17 of whom had serious alarms. However, pneumograms in the NICU were chosen in the 2015 American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) “Choosing Wisely” campaign survey, as one of five tests (out of 1,648 candidate tests) that were unnecessary, except in selected cases in which the etiology of cardiopulmonary events was in doubt. Osman et al performed a retrospective study of PSGs performed in a tertiary center NICU to assess their impact on management and outcomes. A total of 110 infants were studied at an average age of 36.9 ± 2.5 weeks PMA. Results were abnormal in 95%, and the majority of infants was discharged home on a cardiorespiratory monitor. Of the studied infants, 11 were readmitted for apparent life-threatening events, but there was no association between PSG results and readmission. In summary, it would seem that the routine use of full PSG for decision discharge is unnecessary and not cost-effective; however, this tool should be kept in mind for infants with unusually severe presentation of apnea or when other conditions may be present (e.g., suspected seizures).

Possible options exist as surrogates or alternatives to full PSGs in the NICU. One such option is a nap study—usually performed between feeds with a target sleep of at least 2 hours; however, studies have also explored simpler methods such as oximetry recordings and shown promising results, with some authors advocating their use as an initial screening tool. While such a study documents the oximetry levels and may help determine the need for ongoing oxygen supplementation, it is obviously incapable of identification of obstructive sleep apnea.

**Home Apnea Monitoring**

Home monitors are widely used as a means to detect abnormal heart and breathing in newborns at home, and are often prescribed by physicians during discharge from the NICU. Monitors were originally prescribed to prevent SIDS, based on the hypothesis that the latter was caused by prolonged apneas. However, this hypothesis was never proven and no prospective data showed an effect on sudden unexpected infant death (SUID) rates, leading to the AAP recommendation against their routine use. The Collaborative Home Infant Monitoring Evaluation Study showed that preterm infants had more events than SIDS siblings, infants that had experienced an apparent life threatening event (ALTE) event or healthy infants. “Extreme events” (apnea >30 seconds and/or heart rate 10 seconds) were common in preterm infants but very rare after 43 weeks postconceptual age. Thus, while routine monitoring is not recommended, it is often considered in cases with a prolonged course of recurrent, extreme apnea, in which case it can usually be discontinued after 43 weeks. There are several possible additional benefits to their use. Monitors may play a role in curtailing long events, thereby mitigating the effects of prolonged hypoxic events. They may serve as a diagnostic tool with careful review of downloads suggesting such diagnoses as gastroesophageal reflux, arrhythmias, and seizures, and it has been suggested that an increase in alarms may be an early sign of an respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection. Apnea monitors have the potential of being cost-effective devices, enabling early NICU discharge, reducing family costs, and decreasing time off from work. A recent study by Montenegro et al showed that a hypothetical outpatient management plan could lead to $2,422 to $62 being saved per eligible patient. Furthermore, the psychological benefit should be considered with better parental emotional well-being and quality of home life following early discharge. Premature infants are at increased risk of apnea following routine immunization, and home apnea monitoring may be useful in this context as well, at least for a short period of time.

**Prognosis**

**Neurodevelopmental Disability**

The largest study to date to examine the association of neurodevelopmental outcomes with IH or bradycardias in premature infants was performed by the Canadian Oxygen Trial network of 25 hospitals in Canada, United States, Israel, Germany, Finland, and Argentina. In a posthoc analysis of the original study, primarily aimed at defining the desirable therapeutic oxygen target, hypoxemia (oxygen saturation <80%) and bradycardia (heart rate <80/min) events, lasting 10 seconds or longer, in the first 3 months of life, in extremely premature infants (born 23–28 wGA), were documented. The major finding of this study was an increased risk for late death or disability by 18 months of corrected age, as a function of the time the premature infants experienced hypoxemia. The study showed a relative risk of 1.53 for highest versus lowest decile of time spent with hypoxemia. Secondary outcomes including motor impairments, cognitive or speech delays, and severe retinopathy of prematurity showed similar associations with time spent with hypoxemia. The longest events (lasting over 1 minute) conferred the highest risk for adverse outcomes. Bradycardia events did not add to the predictive value of hypoxemia. As noted earlier, caffeine has a strong protective effect on infants with AOP—in the CAP trial, caffeine had significantly improved neurodevelopmental outcomes at 18 to 24 months of age, and reduced the risk of neurodevelopmental disability, cerebral palsy, and cognitive delay. When measured at the age of 5 years, the protective effect of caffeine seemed to disappear. Neonatal caffeine therapy was no longer associated with a significantly improved rate of survival without disability in children with VLBWs. However, at the age of 11 years, caffeine therapy showed some long-lasting effects. Former VLBW infants who had received CAP had a reduced risk of motor impairments and improved visual abilities.
Sudden Infant Death

Premature infants are at increased risk of SIDS and SUID. With each week of earlier gestational age, the risk rises incrementally, with the infants born the youngest having the highest risk. Since the youngest premature infants are also prone to AOP, an association between SIDS and AOP could be expected. Several authors have suggested the link to be through impaired arousability from sleep. Decreased arousability is central to the pathogenesis of SIDS, and infants with a history of AOP may have similar features. One study examined 25 premature infants, 15 of which had a history of OAP. The infants were studied at 36 wGA, within 3 weeks of term and to 3 months thereafter. Arousal threshold, as measured by stimulation to the nostrils by air-jets of increasing pressures, was elevated at all time points in infants with a history of AOP, indicating less arousability from sleep in this group. A significant limitation to the study was the younger gestational age at birth of the apneic group as compared with the control group (28.6 vs. 33.4 weeks) which could have accounted for the differential responses. Despite the biological plausibility, epidemiological data do not support an association between AOP and subsequent SIDS. In one of the earliest studies, Southall et al examined outcomes of 1,157 infants with cardiorespiratory recordings on discharge from the NICU. Five infants subsequently died with a diagnosis of SIDS, and no association was observed between apnea and risk of SIDS. A large-scale study published in 1988 and summarizing data from 10 centers across the United States concluded that AOP was not independently associated with an increased risk of SIDS, when age and low-birth weight were included in the statistical analyses as confounders. However, as mentioned earlier, some evidence does support the notion that at least in the extremely premature infants IH early in life is associated with later death.

Follow-Up Recommendations

As AOP can persist beyond discharge or 43 weeks PMA or reoccur in some infants, the AAP recommends close follow-up and monitoring in conditions of increased stress, including viral infections, general anesthesia, or immunization.

We would recommend the following protocol for premature infants with a history of significant AOP and especially those diagnosed with BPD:

- Pulmonary follow-up at 2 to 3 months post-discharge and at least one additional visit 3 months thereafter. At these visits, beyond the routine pulmonary assessment, attention should be paid to the subtle signs of IH in sleep in those children. Those include poor growth, feeding difficulties, restless sleep, and frequent alarms if the child is monitored.
- For children discharged with supplemental oxygen therapy, daytime oxygen can be weaned off if no clinical signs of increased work of breathing or growth delay are apparent and oxygen saturation is consistently above 94 to 95%.
- Clinically silent OSA is frequently encountered in VLBW infants, especially those with a history of BPD, and we thus recommend using PSG to decide whether to wean from oxygen at night. PSG may prove useful in detecting residual AOP/sleep apnea in these infants and guide treatment, whether supplemental oxygen, positive pressure ventilatory support, or surgery.

In summary, it is clear that AOP, and specifically the accompanying IH, is associated with an increased risk of death and developmental disability, more so in extremely premature infants. Furthermore, it is clear that caffeine may negate the short-term effects of AOP, and possibly also attenuate the long-term effects. Premature infants are at increased risk of cardiometabolic risk at early adulthood. Child Care Health Dev 2019;45 (01):71–78
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